ART O NIVO
www.artonivo.be
CONDITIONS 2013
LIGHT ON GLASS, PHOTOGRAPHY AND HAIKU
LICHT, GLAS , FOTOGRAFIE(K) EN HAIKOE
1. generalities
- artonivo likes to be an excellent space for an outstanding presentation of artworks.
- the exhibitions take about 2 months
- there is need to minimum 3 artists of different disciplines (2013: 1 glass artist + 1 photographer
+ 1 graphic artist + 1 haiku author)
- the artists in each exhibition agree to exhibit their work jointly
2. art o nivo offers:
- the location
- the setting up of the exhibition (your help will be very appreciated)
- the presentation in situ of the artists
- the insurrance at the spot
- the permanence
- the confectionning of a coloured ‘in situ’ exhibition brochure
- an artists meeting on the displayed exhibition
3. on artists side
- they take in charge the transport and insurrances during transport
- specific agreements for transport to belgium from neighbouring countries can be made
- publicity about the artist: books and other publicity material of the presented artist could be
disposed on the gallery (eventually books to sell with some % for our association)
- in case of selling: public price, minimum 40% for artonivo and 60% for the artist
- the haiku author releases the copyright of the presented haikus to artonivo for and during the
exhibition
4. transport regulations:
the cases may not exceed 80 cm in the width. (= VERY IMPORTANT !)
lenght and hight are not important. please better more cases of few weight as less cases of heavy
weight.
5. calendar 2013:
expo 1: 09/02 - 07/04/2013
expo 2: 20/04 - 01/06/2013
expo 3: 15/06 - 07/09/2013
expo 4: 21/09 - 09/11/2013
expo 5: 23/11 - 18/01/2014
at the back of callebert shop, floor 1
wollestraat 25, B-8000 brugge
ma/mon - za/sat 15:00 - 18:00

